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Thank you for purchasing the Dual Pole Mount for Humminbird 360 and a forward facing sonar, 
this can be use with Humminbird Live, Garmin Live Scope and Lowrance Active Target.


Everything in the picture is included, this comes with a 72” pole, a 60” pole is too short. 


 It is recommended to purchase the Humminbird 
360 No Mount.


Rail mounting, please purchase Brew City P/N 
000-1002 from BrewCityTMS.com


Track mounting, please purchase Brew City P/N 
000-1006 from BrewCityTMS.com


This can be mount directly to the gunnel, hardware 
is not provided.


Mount base the to boat


Slide the dual pole bracket onto the Humminbird 360, the side with the Allen head screw.  Slide 
it down so it is about a 10” above the Humminbird 360 transducer and lightly tighten.


Dual pole bracket -  side with Allen head screw


Slide the 14” Cross Shaft into base and rotate it to the horizontal position, the handle on the 
cross shaft should be on top.  Remove the 2” bolts, nuts and grommets from knuckle.  These 
will not be needed.


Cross shaft -


Feed the Humminbird 360 wires through the knuckle on the cross shaft.  Then continue to slide 
the Humminbird 360 shaft through knuckle.


Feed the Humminbird 360 wires through the dual knuckle cross shaft, the grommets should be 
facing up, slide it through the knuckle with the Allen head tightening screw.  Slide the depth 
collar onto the Humminbird 360 shaft.




Dual knuckle cross shaft

                     72” Pole for Mega Live	 Humminbird 360	 
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Slide the 72” shaft with collar through the dual knuckle, the side with the handle, then through 
the dual pole bracket.  The mount should look like the picture below


Attach the Forward facing sonar onto the 72” shaft.   When transducer is in forward view, aline 
the transducer with the arrow indicator on top of the 72” pole.  Use zip ties with Cobra cable 
clips to secure the transducer wires.  Humminbird Live, you will not need the Cobra cable clips. 


Run cables through the grommets and tighten the nuts 
too secure.


The Humminbird 360 pole and the 72” pole should be in line.  Loosen the Allen head screw on 
the dual pole bracket and dual knuckle cross shaft.  Then adjust the Humminbird 360 so it is 
facing forward when deployed.  Retighten these Allen heads.


Thanks again,


Tim Newman


Please call 414-852-9550 with questions


